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ABSTRACT
The use of social media platforms such as Twitter by affected people during crises is considered a vital source of information for crisis response. However, rapid crisis response requires real-time analysis of online information. When a disaster happens, among other data processing techniques, supervised machine learning can help classify online information in real-time. However, scarcity of labeled data causes poor performance in machine training. Often labeled data from past event is available. Can past labeled data be reused to train classifiers? We study the usefulness of labeled data of past events. We observe the performance of our classifiers trained using different combinations of training sets obtained from past disasters. Moreover, we propose two approaches (target labeling and active learning) to boost classification performance of a learning scheme. We perform extensive experimentation on real crisis datasets and show the utility of past-labeled data to train machine learning classifiers to process sudden-onset crisis-related data in real-time.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, the use of social media platforms during disasters and emergencies has increased. In particular, microblogging platforms such as Twitter provide active communication channels during the onset of mass convergence events such as natural disasters (Palen et al., 2009; Hughes et al., 2009; Starbird et al., 2010; Vieweg et al., 2010). Studies show that Twitter has been used to spread news about casualties and damage, donation offers and requests, and alerts, including multimedia information such as videos and photos during crises (Cameron et al., 2012; Imran et al., 2013a; Qu et al., 2011). Many studies show the significance of this online information (Vieweg et al., 2014; Sakaki et al., 2010; Neubig et al., 2011) for crisis response and management. Moreover, it has been observed that these messages are usually communicated more quickly than disaster information shared via traditional channels such as news websites, etc. For instance, the first tweet to report on the 2013 Westgate Mall attack was posted within a minute of the initial onslaught.1 Given the importance of crisis-related messages for time-critical situational awareness, disaster-affected communities and professional responders may benefit from using an automatic system to extract relevant information from social media.

Among other benefits that encourage responding organizations to use social media data is the timeliness of information when there are no other information sources available, especially in the beginning of a crisis situation (Tapia et al. 2013). For this reason, to enable rapid crisis response,
real-time insights of an ongoing situation play an important role for emergency responders. To identify informational, actionable, and tactical informative pieces from a growing stack of social media information and to inform decision-making processes as early as possible, messages need to be processed as soon as they arrive. Given the large volume of messages, we need to classify them. That is, we need to put them in different informational categories such as food needs, supplies requests; financial support requests, logistics, etc. so that disaster-response professionals can quickly examine each bin to identify urgent needs.

Different approaches can be employed to filter and classify these online messages. For instance, many humanitarian organizations use the Digital Humanitarian Network (DHN)\(^2\) of volunteers to analyze messages one by one to find useful information for disaster response. However, given the amount of information that needs to be processed, and the scarcity of volunteers, we would ideally like the messages to be categorized automatically, and volunteers to use their time to perform higher-order tasks. Despite advances in natural language processing, full automation is still not feasible.

In this paper, we propose to use a hybrid approach in which both humans and machines work together to perform complex tasks (e.g. classification of tweets). Among other automatic processing techniques, most automatic classifiers that achieve high accuracy in solving different classification tasks are based on supervised machine learning techniques where humans provide a set of training samples consisting of positive and negative examples for each classification category. For instance, a semi-automated system having similar characteristics to DHN is AIDR (Artificial Intelligence for Disaster Response) (Imran et al., 2014).

The AIDR platform collects event-specific data (using user-defined queries) from the Twitter streaming API, and uses supervised machine learning techniques to classify messages into user-defined categories or bins. AIDR is trained by humans which then automatically process and classify messages at high-speed using a supervised classification technique. AIDR or any other similar system that performs automatic classification requires human-labeled example examples pertaining to each category. Scarcity of such human-labeled data results in poorer classification models or it delays the machine training process. Gathering human-labeled data for training classifiers is a hard problem because human annotators find it a boring and laborious task, especially if they are doing it in large numbers. Moreover, the task becomes more challenging under time-critical situations where the need to make-sense of large data is in high-demand. However, what if we use human-labeled data from past events. For example, AIDR has been used to collect data from similar events in the past and has annotated data that can be used, if they are found useful. If we can reuse the existing annotations from AIDR, then we can also improve the accuracy significantly resulting in a much better model.

In this work, we utilize labels from past crises to train machines so that they can classify messages from new crises. However, the problem is when multiple such past crises exist, we need to choose which ones are useful and which are not. The traditional machine learning premise is that we should use as much relevant training data as we have. However, should we use labeled messages from different languages (e.g. data from two earthquakes events in different languages) from the same event type to train? Are all the datasets from the same event, for example an earthquake, relevant for the next earthquake? Because the different datasets originate from different parts of the world, they use different languages or mix of languages, etc. Datasets for a similar event, e.g., earthquake may not be useful from one event to another. We wanted to examine the datasets to see if existing datasets and their tagged examples helps.

Provided there exists crisis-related collections along with human-tagged data (e.g. in case of AIDR), we specifically examine the following questions empirically. 1) Can we use the past data to build machine learning models? 2) Will using the past data improve the models? 3) Should we use all the labeled data?

To get answers to the above questions, we train classifiers using different combinations of existing data and examine on unseen test data how they perform in order to address these questions. We show that in most cases data from the same domain are very useful. A few exceptions exist. For
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